The universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) is an appealing technique to eliminate out-of-band emission (OOBE) for fifth-generation (5G) networks. However, its signals that are modulated to the carriers, which are on the edges of one subband, are influenced by the filter. In this paper, an interference cancelation scheme is proposed to suppress the interference and to improve the multiuser system performance. Here, interference cancelation subcarriers are inserted on the edges to reduce the filter interference. This scheme ensures that the operating subregion or subband supports the variable bandwidth allocation to meet the requirements of 5G networks. Simulation results show that the bit error rate (BER) performance improves by 4 and 7 dB compared with that of the conventional UFMC when the corresponding Eb/N0 is 15 and 20 dB. Comparisons with both the standard OFDM and the GB OFDM are also reported. The results demonstrate that the proposed UFMC scheme outperforms the other two systems, especially compared with the GB OFDM system under the condition of the same spectral efficiency.
Introduction
One of the main prospective scenarios of 5G networks is machine-type communications (MTC) [1, 2] , where the devices are generally one order of magnitude larger than human communication users. These devices and their corresponding traffic will generate pieces of spectrum that will be a primary challenge of 5G networks [3] . Therefore, 5G networks have to support high bit rate traffic with high spectral efficiency. The well-known orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is widely applied in multiuser systems because of its robustness and easy implementation based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. Nevertheless, the predicted application scenarios of 5G networks present challenges where the OFDM can be applied in only a limited way, for example, the sporadic communication of MTC devices in the Internet of things (IoT), which makes it difficult to maintain the orthogonality among subcarriers in the strict synchronization *Correspondence: clei1978@126.com 1 School of Electronic and Engineering, Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, 100876 Beijing, China Full list of author information is available at the end of the article process [1] . The OFDM symbol with cyclic prefix (CP) presented low spectral efficiency when used to solve the low latency requirements in tactile Internet applications [4] . Additionally, the high OOBE of OFDM represented a challenge for random and dynamic spectrum access systems [5] . These problems make OFDM vulnerable when solving frequency misalignments in multiuser scenarios, and the system is affected seriously by intercarrier interference (ICI).
To overcome these difficulties, several new waveforms have attracted the attention of researchers, including UFMC, filter-bank-based multicarrier (FBMC), and generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM), because these waveforms have much lower sidelobe levels than that of OFDM systems. GFDM is suitable for noncontiguous frequency band allocation because it adopts a shortened CP via the tail biting technique [6, 7] . FBMC can make the sidelobes much weaker and the intercarrier interference issue far less crucial compared to those of OFDM by applying a filter to each of the subcarriers [8] [9] [10] ; however, it is unfit for short bursts, such as those as in MTC, because of the long filter length [1, 11] . By contrast, to achieve relatively flexible band allocation, the UFMC waveform, which starts with an OFDM signal and includes the advantages of filtered OFDM and FBMC, was proposed [12, 13] . The UFMC is performed on groups of adjacent subcarriers by filtering to reduce both the sidelobe levels and intercarrier interference that result from poor time/frequency synchronization [3] . Moreover, the filter length of UFMC systems is shorter than that of FBMC systems due to their different bandwidths. Therefore, the UFMC is considered to be an appealing technique for 5G networks. Moreover, there are techniques to improve the performance and application of UFMC systems, for example, the performance evaluation in a scenario with relaxed synchronization [14] , a frame structure and design targeting IoT provision [15] , a field trial for performance evaluation [16] , and filter optimization by considering both the carrier frequency and timing offset [17] or using the signal over in-band distortion and out-of-band leakage ratio [18] . In this paper, we focus on the interference in one subband and present a scheme to improve the system performance.
An interference cancelation method is proposed for UFMC systems in this paper to further decrease the interference in one subband. This method, which is based on the ICI cancelation method used in OFDM systems, can be flexibly configured according to the specific bandwidth requirements of multiusers in 5G networks. The ICI cancelation method performs much better than the method used in standard OFDM systems [19] . However, the bandwidth efficiency is reduced several fold owing to the redundant modulation in the entire band. Based on the analysis of filter interference, we find that the subcarriers on the edges of a subband are greatly influenced by the existence of a transition zone, especially in low-cost devices with low-order filters. This phenomenon inspires us to modulate the subcarriers on the edges with the ICI cancelation method. Then, an interference cancelation method is proposed for UFMC systems to restrain the edge interference and prevent significant reductions in spectral efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, a summary of related work is given in Section 2. Then, we present a modified system model for UFMC systems and its corresponding interference cancelation method in Section 3. Furthermore, Section 4 analyzes the simulated BER performance based on the proposed scheme of UFMC systems under the condition of multiuser access. We also compare the performance with those of conventional UFMC, guard band (GB) OFDM, and standard OFDM. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Related work
A few schemes have been proposed to mitigate the interference caused by time/frequency synchronization error in UFMC systems. One study [20] presented a novel filter optimization technique with both low complexity and high throughput to reduce inter-subband interference (ISBI). Two methods were applied: spectrum shaping with low complexity and carrier insertion between two filters. The filter optimization method provided a better signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) than that of the original method, improving the robustness against ISBI.
Additionally, a similar scheme to reduce ISBI was proposed in [21] , where the authors incorporated active interference cancelation (AIC) into the UFMC system to further reduce inter-subband interference and enable highly reliable communication. AIC is widely applied in multiband cognitive OFDM system by inserting specific subcarriers on both sides of the primary user to actively eliminate interference between primary and secondary users.
By contrast, Lei Zhang et al. concentrated on time synchronization by bringing the CP into UFMC systems. The authors analyzed the conditions for interference-free one-tap equalization for an imperfect transceiver; then, the corresponding channel equalization algorithms were proposed and validated by simulations [22] .
Additionally, [23] established a multiservice framework based on a subband-filtered multicarrier system to analyze the desired signal, intersymbol interference (ISI), ICI, ISBI, and noise. Inter-serviceband interference cancelation algorithms were also proposed by precoding the information symbols at the transmitter. In this process, a certain GB was inserted between different types of services to mitigate the interference.
Although all the above schemes provide better performance than that of conventional systems for ICI, ISBI, and ISI reduction, researchers have not considered the effect of the filter in the subband, which also results in system performance degradation due to partial loss of information. Therefore, we concentrate on this situation and propose an interference cancelation scheme to further improve system performance.
System model and proposed interference cancelation scheme
To achieve efficient spectrum access for 5G networks, various influential factors must be considered in the design, such as the number of devices and the bandwidth requirement. Therefore, 5G networks have to have a much higher degree of flexibility and scalability than those of former generations. The UFMC, which is an attractive waveform for 5G networks, is vulnerable due to the issues described above. Thus, we propose an interference cancelation scheme for UFMC systems to solve this problem and present the scheme in detail. Figure 1 shows the UFMC system model and our proposed interference cancelation scheme. Compared with standard OFDM systems, the entire band of this model with N subcarriers is divided into M subbands, which correspond to M pieces of equipment. Each subband can be allocated to either one piece of equipment or physical resource block (PRB) in LTE, and each piece of equipment occupies a different amount of consecutive subcarriers determined by its service type [24] . Additionally, the subband sidelobe level can be significantly suppressed by using a bandpass filter (BPF). However, filtering has some negative effects on a certain number of subcarriers, especially on the edges of the subband. Thus, the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . The process of modulation-demodulation shown in Fig. 1 , including the transmitter and receiver, is as follows. At the transmitter, the modulation control unit uses subcarrier modulation strategy to generate interference cancelation and data subcarriers to reduce the interference; then, by means of an N-point inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) converter, the frequency-domain subband signal X i (k) is converted into a time-domain signal x i (n), with output length N. After the IDFT operation on each subband, the signal passes to the BPF with length L, so the length of a UFMC symbol becomes N + L − 1 because of the convolution process. Both the Doppler effect due to moving equipment and local oscillator misalignment between transceivers have to be considered to model the carrier frequency offset (CFO), and the transmitted signal of the UFMC is generated by summing all filtered subband signals. From the view of the receiver, a 2N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is performed after appending zeros, and a subband allocation unit is used to estimate the symbols in individual subbands.
UFMC system model
Eventually, the demodulation control unit adopts a similar strategy as that of the modulation block to complete the signal estimations for both the interference cancelation and data subcarriers. A mathematical analysis of the above process is presented in the following.
For an arbitrary ith subband B i (i ∈[ 1 : M] ), the frequency domain signal X i (k) of the ith equipment is transformed to the time domain x i (n) by the IDFT, and its expression is
Then, the complete original signal in the frequency domain X(k) is the sum of each X i (k)
By filtering through BPF, the output signal t i (n) is the result of discrete linear convolution between the filter impulse response f i (n) and the time-domain signal x i (n). As previously mentioned, f i (n) has length L, and t i (n) has length N + L − 1. Therefore, the formula of UFMC symbol y(n), in consideration of CFO, is expressed as
where c i (n) is the time-domain frequency-offset expression of the ith subband with the same length as t i (n), and * denotes the linear convolution operator. In the frequency domain,Ĉ i (k) is the 2N-point DFT of c i (n) and can be presented as 
where ε denotes the relative CFO for subband i. This equation shows the frequency offset acting on subcarrier k, which is caused by CFO, that damages the orthogonality between carriers, that is, the ICI. On the receiving end, a 2N-point DFT is used to perform the conversion from a time-domain signal to a frequency-domain signal. Then, we can derive the received symbolsŶ (k) aŝ
where the signals of bothX i (k) andF i (k) with period 2N are 2N-point DFTs of x i (n) and f i (n), respectively, and E (k) is an additive noise sample of subcarrier k.
To gradually illustrate the relationship between N-point sequence X i (k) and Y i (k) and separate the desired signal part from the interference part in Eq. (5), we first derivê
Equation (6) indicates that the odd subcarriers contain part of the signal energy and the interference, which comes from other subcarriers because of the 2N-point DFT. Additionally, the 2N-point received sequence has the same conditions. By combining 2N-point signalŶ (k) with the relationship between N-point DFT and 2N-point DFT, we obtain the expression for N-point received signal
Then, we consider the interference in only one subband because the ISBI from other subbands is suppressed sufficiently by filters. To simplify the analytical model, all the signals in odd subcarriers are ignored. According to Eqs. (5), (6) , and (7), we separate the desired signal from the received symbols and obtain the N-point received signal of the ith subband as
where
and f i (n), respectively, and E(k) is the N-point representation ofÊ(k). In Eq. (8), the first term represents the desired signal, where C i (0) takes its maximum given no frequency offset. The second term indicates the interference components, where the sequence
is the ICI coefficient between the kth and dth subcarriers in the ith subband under the assumption that the kth subcarrier is the desired signal and the dth subcarrier is the interference. In other words, Eq. (8) shows that the received signal has been distorted by the existence of interference from other subcarriers. We focus on the effects of CFO and the filter using an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel so that the sequence S i (k − d) is defined as the interference coefficient to explain the interference degree between the kth and dth subcarriers in the ith subband. Its influence on the system is denoted as
Then, we derive the complete received symbols as
This frequency-domain signal Y (k) that has been demodulated by the receiver is treated as the X(k) of the transmitter in conventional UFMC systems.
Proposed interference cancelation scheme
Compared to OFDM, UFMC systems have greater robustness against CFO because of the introduced filters. However, our current work shows that the carriers on the two edges of the subband are influenced by the filter, which leads to degradation of system performance. Therefore, we need an interference suppression scheme to decrease the sensitivity of internal carriers to the filter.
Coding techniques have recently been used to reduce ICI. The authors in [25] proposed a reduction technique based on a geometric interpretation of the peak interference to carrier ratio (PICR) for OFDM signals and focused on the effects of CFO in OFDM systems to reduce PICR. Another coding technique, called the ICI selfcancelation scheme, was used to suppress the interference between adjacent subcarriers with simple algorithms, by modulating one data symbol onto a pair of subcarriers with predefined weighting coefficients [19, 26] . Then, the generated interference self-canceled, and the system performed much better than standard OFDM systems. Nevertheless, the redundant modulation caused a reduction in spectral efficiency of at least one half. The mentioned schemes focused on ICI; however, our target is to reduce the interference of both filters and ICI.
To avoid significant reductions in spectral efficiency, a new interference cancelation scheme is proposed by introducing an ICI cancelation scheme into UFMC systems. Based on our analysis of carriers in the affected region of the filter, we find that the greater the distance to the subband edge is, the weaker the interference of the filter. Therefore, we concentrate on the internal interference of the filter for each subband. Here, each subband is regarded as a protected object, and the interference cancelation subcarriers are inserted in pairs on the two edges. A diagram of the process in shown in Fig. 2 .
In this figure, we divide each subband into three carrier blocks. The middle position is allocated to the data carriers, and the interference cancelation carriers are placed on the two edges. Each block occupies variable bandwidth to meet the flexible requirements for 5G networks because of the diversity of the access equipment (AE) and filter type. 
These two equations show that the received desired signals in these regions are disturbed by the even carriers, and the coefficient of X i (d) becomes an important factor in determining the strength of the interference. Thus, the previous interference coefficient in Eq. (9) becomes Fig. 2 Bandwidth allocation of the proposed scheme for UFMC. This figure illustrates the bandwidth allocation of the three parts in one subband for the proposed scheme and the remaining received signal in A i2 , which contains unmixed data carriers, is expressed as (14) Then, the whole received signal can be written as
To compare with the original scheme, the desired signal of the proposed scheme is assumed to transmit on subcarrier "0" (the edge of one subband). The difference between the original Fig. 3 , which is on a logarithm scale with k = 0 and N = 64. In A i1 and A i3 , (a)
for most of the d values and (b) the total number of interference signals is reduced to half because we include only even terms in the summation in Eqs. (11) and (12) . Consequently, the interference signals in Eq. (15) An interference cancelation demodulation scheme, corresponding with the modulation strategy, is used to further reduce the interference. In the modulation process, each signal on the k + 1th subcarrier (k denotes an even number) is multiplied by −1 and summed with that on the kth subcarrier. Thus, in the demodulation, the desired signal in A i1 or A i3 is determined by the difference between Y i (k) and Y i (k + 1), and it can be derived as 
In addition, the signal in A i2 , which does not include the interference cancelation carriers, is the same as in Eq. (14), that is,
Eventually, the estimated signal in the ith subband is denoted as
Therefore, the whole estimated signal can be represented as
Following the above analysis, the corresponding interference coefficient of the estimated signal is denoted as
The amplitude of |S i (k − d)| and its comparison with both Fig. 3 . In this figure, we can observe that The above scheme can be further validated by the carrier-to-interference power ratio (CIR) [27] . Additive noise is omitted in the process of deducing the theoretical expression for the CIR, and the sequence S(k − d) is defined to be the universal interference coefficient as
We obtain the desired signal power on the kth subcarrier according to Eqs. (16) (17) (18) and (22),
Meanwhile, the average power of the interference signal is calculated under the assumption that the transmitted data X i (k) have a mean of zero and are statistically independent. The average power can be represented as
Thus, the expression of CIR for subcarrier k can be derived as
From Eq. (25), the CIR expression for the proposed scheme, where the desired signal is on subcarrier "0, " is derived as
and the CIR expression of the conventional UFMC system can be represented as
Equation (27) has the same assumption as that of Eq. (26) , that is, the desired signal is on subcarrier "0". However, to analyze the effect of the filter in the subband, we place the desired signal in the middle subband. Then, Eq. (27) becomes
Based on Eqs. (26-28) , the CIR curves of these three situations are shown in Fig. 4 , which also includes the CIR of a standard OFDM system. In this figure, the conventional UFMC systems, whose desired signal is on the edge of the subband, have a greater than 4-dB CIR reduction compared with the standard OFDM systems due to the influence of the filter. If the desired signal is in the middle subband of the conventional UFMC system, its CIR is almost the same as that of standard OFDM systems. Therefore, the interference of the filter on these signal is negligible. By contrast, the proposed scheme improves more than 12 dB compared with conventional UFMC systems in the range 0 < ε ≤ 0.5, and our scheme improves 8 dB compared with the standard OFDM systems.
This analysis shows that the proposed scheme restrains the interference of the filters and improves the system performance at the receiver. Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratio of the system is enhanced because the coherent addition doubles signal level while increasing the noise level by a factor of only √ 2 due to noncoherent addition. On the other hand, the actual spectral efficiency of the proposed scheme is reduced by the utilization of the repetition coding method. Therefore, we define (a) α as the ratio of the subcarrier amount in the middle subband to that in the whole subband and (b) β as the spectral efficiency to compare with that of standard OFDM systems. It is obvious that α ≤ 1. Then, β of the proposed scheme is obtained as α + (1 − α) 1 (b/s/Hz) of the standard OFDM system. To meet the required spectral efficiency, a larger signal alphabet size can be used to increase the band utilization. For example, combining QPSK modulation with the proposed scheme increases β to [ 1 + α] (b/s/Hz). The spectral efficiency β is also affected by the coefficient α, which is determined by the amount of edge subcarriers. This amount is related to both the type and the detailed parameters of the filter. Moreover, no complex coding methods are required for our proposed scheme, so it is easy to implement but just slightly increases the system complexity.
Simulation results
Here, we present four simulation experiments and their corresponding numerical results to verify the performance of the proposed scheme for UFMC systems. The experiments include (a) the uncoded BER performance evaluation under the conditions of different ratios α, (b) the effect of CFO on BER performance, (c) the influence of the number of AEs on system performance, and (d) the mean square error (MSE) simulation for the CFO estimation. To validate the proposed UFMC, the standard and GB OFDM systems, where the GB OFDM and the proposed UFMC have the same parameter β, are introduced and compared. Moreover, we define ε to represent the normalized CFO.
We introduce the raised cosine filter in the UFMC. Its roll-off factor is 1/2, which indicates that there are 1/4 carriers on each edge of the subband affected by the filter. Moreover, we set α to be one of [ As shown in this figure, the standard OFDM system has the worst performance due to the high ISBI. Furthermore, the proposed scheme for UFMC outperforms that of the GB OFDM under the condition of the same β. For instance, the performance of the proposed scheme is nearly twice as good as that of GB OFDM when Eb/N0 is 20 dB and α is 1/2, and the corresponding β is 3/4. This result is the same as that of α = 3/4(β = 7/8). Moreover, α also influences the BER performance of the system. For example, when α is changed from 1/2 to 1, the proposed UFMC becomes the conventional UFMC, and its BER increases from 10 −3 to 10 −2 when Eb/N0 is 20 dB. By contrast, the performance is improved as α decreases, especially for higher Eb/N0 (> 10 dB). Note that a small α indicates a reduction in spectral efficiency. Thus, the selection of α is important for the proposed scheme. Generally, we should compromise between BER and spectral efficiency in practical applications.
The second experiment is implemented to analyze the effect of CFO on the proposed scheme and to compare the results with those of the other systems, in which we use the same CFO value for all AEs because of the poor ability of the OFDM to suppress ISBI. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . The proposed UFMC has the best performance, the GB OFDM has the second best performance, and the worst performance is that of the standard OFDM. The comparison of the proposed UFMC and the GB OFDM is performed with the same parameter β. In addition, the BER performance degrades as the CFO in these systems increases because of the enhancement of ICI. Due to the ISBI, both the standard OFDM and the GB OFDM show a substantial reduction in BER in the region of ε < 0.6. Additionally, the proposed scheme demonstrates superior performance compared with that of the conventional UFMC for α equal to 1/2 or 3/4. However, the interference of the filter degrades the BER performance as α increases.
The effect of the number of AEs on BER performance is analyzed in experiment (c), and the corresponding results are presented in Fig. 7 . The parameters are the same as those of experiment (a). The figure shows that the proposed scheme has better performance than that of the GB OFDM for the same β and number of AEs, and it also outperforms the conventional UFMC system under conditions of different α and number of AEs. These results are demonstrated by the BER value presented in the figure when Eb/N0 is 20 dB. The proposed scheme improves 7 and 2.5 dB compared with conventional UFMC and GB OFDM, respectively, under the condition of four AEs. For eight AEs, the improvements are 3 and 1.8 dB. Additionally, the proposed scheme outperforms the others even when the number of AEs is increased, although the BER performance degrades under these conditions.
We analyze the MSE performance by increasing Eb/N0 in the final experiment. Here, the pilot signal is inserted in the middle subband for both the proposed UFMC and GB OFDM. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 8 . The proposed UFMC outperforms the other systems; however, the result of the conventional UFMC is similar to that of the proposed UFMC when Eb/N0 is less than 5 dB because of the high noise power. In conclusion, the proposed UFMC provides better performance than those of the three other systems.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an interference cancelation scheme to mitigate the effects of both the filter and CFO by introducing an ICI self-cancelation scheme into the UFMC system to flexibly allocate the bandwidth in terms of the different requirements for 5G networks. To reduce the interference, our main focus is on the internal interference of the filter. Each subband was regarded as a protected object, and the interference cancelation subcarriers were inserted in pairs on the two edges. This proposed method avoids the significant reduction in spectral efficiency in the current system. In addition, the filter interference was reduced to further improve the system performance. The corresponding simulation results showed that the proposed scheme had better performance than that of the conventional UFMC because the filter interference on the edges was effectively suppressed.
We also compared the proposed scheme with the standard and GB OFDM systems. The simulation results showed that the standard OFDM system had the worst performance because of the serious ISBI, while the proposed UFMC outperformed the GB OFDM under the condition of the same spectral efficiency. 
